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Jack is an early phase advanced trainee who has just asked me to do an intercostal catheter (ICC) insertion direct observation of procedural skills (DOPS) with him. He tells me he has only watched one and done another under close supervision before. Of course, it is a busy Monday shift but I’ve managed to set aside time to observe him and provide him with feedback.

Preparation is the key so that we maximise our time and are not off the floor for too long. This also sets up a protected learning environment for making Jack’s DOPS as specific and useful to him as possible. The first task would be to make sure I do not get interrupted during the time I am supervising him. Secondly, preparing the patient, staff and equipment minimises unnecessary breaks to go fetch missing equipment or reposition the patient. Much of this can be planned beforehand rather than me just stepping into the resuscitation cubicle to fill in a form, rush out to perform an unrelated task, then returning and giving Jack feedback. Next, there are three important considerations to maximise the DOPS for learning and feedback and these are: learning conditions, learning cues and deliberate practice.1,2,3

Learning Conditions

Learning conditions can be divided into the trainee’s learning preference and learning autonomy.4
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Understanding Jack’s learning preference means knowing what Jack wants to get out of inserting this ICC. We often do not check with our trainees what they most want and need before launching head first into a procedure or task. That makes it confusing for both the trainee and supervisor. Aligning goals and purpose is vital to achieving stated outcomes and making feedback more direct and meaningful. This is the concept of collaborative learning or an educational alliance. This allows trainees to show insight into what their shortcomings may be and for the supervisor to then focus on those aspects and pay dutiful attention, making their feedback more credible to the trainee. And this provides the opportunity for trainees to directly input into their learning from the outset. This can then translate into a more focused assessment of competency which may carry more immediate relevance for future practice.

Another important preparatory step is to allow Jack to demonstrate his own autonomy and determine when he would want me to intervene (threshold point). In other words, at what stage would he want me to don my sterile gloves and help him out. My comfort level is different to his own level and unless we check this beforehand I may intervene too early and not enable him to act autonomously. Trainees often complain that their consultant jumped in too early and become frustrated that they actually would have managed if it hadn’t been for a premature intervention. Conversely, some consultants would argue that they were concerned about a patient safety issue. However, that stepping in by the consultant may also be a reflection of their own discomfort, internal bias and thresholds for that particular procedure, based on a previous bad supervisory experience or lack of time. We can manage this issue by confirming the trainee’s threshold point prior to embarking on and during the procedure. This prevents second guessing each other and turns the DOPS into a two-way dialogue which maximises learning.

**Learning Cues**

During the procedure there will be cues which Jack may use as mental prompts for his learning. The first is the patient’s responses, both verbal and nonverbal, which Jack should take into account because this is real life and not a simulation. This can be an effective and powerful learning cue that helps shape future patient interactions when performing this procedure again. The second cue is the patient outcome and whether the chest tube was inserted safely. In most instances, the procedure succeeds and this is also another helpful motivator for future performance. Both supervisor and trainee can breathe a sigh of mutual relief but also reflect on the positive aspects of the successful procedure. The third cue will be how constructive my feedback is to Jack. Being clear and providing specific details regarding strengths and areas for further improvement can help to make this a more purposeful and credible DOPS.

**Deliberate Practice**

This DOPS should feed forward to Jack’s next ICC insertion and remind him of the concept of deliberate practice, an essential element of mastering procedural competency. Deliberate practice doesn’t mean repetitive practice but is premeditated and focused on performance improvement through reflecting on past...
performance. This is the purpose of direct observation and feedback. What can I do to get better at performing this procedure next time? Based on the targeted feedback received Jack will be able to have something to focus on for next time.

This scenario I’ve described is similar to a real life DOPS I have been involved in. When it is done effectively there are positives for the supervisor as well. These include refreshing your own technical skills by helping the trainee to troubleshoot a technical aspect of the procedure, jointly succeeding in performing the procedure through collaboration with the trainee and possibly even the patient, and being able to give detailed and nuanced feedback that will guide Jack’s next attempt at chest tube insertion. Therefore, when done properly DOPS allows for learning through performance and can be viewed as an example of assessment as learning. Being aware of the challenging and busy environment of the Emergency Department but preparing well beforehand, checking in with the trainee and allowing time for focused attention and feedback will benefit registrars like Jack, and even supervisors like myself.
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